
The Media and All of its Parts 
 The media over time like most things has evolved into something better with its main 
improvements in speed, adapting and accessibility. We now have the ability to access news 
through our phones, laptops, TVs, and of course print. Print resources like the newspaper aren’t 
as fast and current as technology however it can be much more reliable because there is more 
time to gather information and produce a more detailed report. However phones allow you to 
hear the break of a story right when it happens with some of the details already present 
eliminating waiting for the next day to hear a story. Both sides have upsides with some 
downsides but all sources of media help create and mold the society we have today.  

 Before coming into the media class I was still fairly new to journalism and didn’t know 
much about the work or time commitment needed to become a successful journalist. When we 
interviewed the guests it stuck out to me that each person spends hundreds of hours working 
while still maintaining a healthy social life. Also you have to show your ambition by constantly 
looking for opportunities and chances to show what you can do. People like David Spunt, Katie 
Taylor, and Erin Caproni have shown internships are extremely crucial to success in the media 
industry because not only does it show your willingness to start from the bottom and work your 
way to the top it also gives you experience which is really the only way to continue to get better. 
Establishing connections is also one of the most important things to do because you need to have 
connections to get stories and land jobs or internships. Each guest brought a unique and 
interesting perspective to the table and showed me the reality and the dedication you need to 
succeed in this field. 

 Going through the media and all the different jobs you can have showed me just how 
much work and time goes into the field. Everyone from reporters to the talent play a crucial role 
in the delivery of news to the people. Everyone matters in the newsroom; no matter how high up 
or low, he or she must work together as a unit to produce the best news show or paper. People 
wake up as early as 4:30 to start preparing stories for the day and don’t finish until late night, but 
keep going because they love their jobs. Every day is a mystery because no one ever knows if it 
is just going to be another day in the office or the day they break the greatest story of the year. 
Also reporters are constantly on the move trying to find that next story to give to viewers. On the 
print side editors and managers help make sure articles are done in the most accurate and clear 
way possible. Last but definitely not least the talent is in the news studio must deliver the news 
professionally, so every part works in unison to deliver the best news possible.  

 After taking this course I have gained a new perspective on the media industry and how 
instrumental it has become in our society. Media has evolved and there are still areas that need to 
be improved, but the media is definitely progressing in the right direction. With more and more 
new technology being created and ambition driving people the media will achieve any goal it 
sets for itself. 
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